APA WG Annual Summary - 2014
(Completion rate: 80.0%)

1. In the past year, what have been the best things about the APA WG? |
#

Response

1. 1. identified linkage s with Access. Com. and Community Study Project; 2. identified priorities
on work plan; 3. inventiory
2. capacity to develop strategy; Lara's direction has been very professional(?); valuable
3. this is one of the best ran wkg. grps; critical piece and #1 issue; this group gives our most
vulnerable popn a "voice"
4. participating in an active, resourceful committed group

2. In the past year, what has not been useful about the APA WG? |
#

Response

1. n/a
2. struggle for some to access google docs online - key to info. sharing
3. n/a

3. What APA WG accomplishment from the last year are you most proud of? |
#

Response

1. agreement on Terms of Reference and work plan
2. coming together to share ideas, resources, info.
3. work plan; useful platform for sharing via google docs

4. Quarterly meetings (planning, facilitation, follow-up) |
#

Response

1. good
2. good
3. works for me
4. meetings are great and follow up if perfect

5. Documents & resources (minutes, work plan, inventories) |
#

Response

1. good

2. very much like the style of documents - have used same format for other mtgs. and
organizations
3. i question the usefulness of minutes and prefer "action plans"
4. like google docs
5. done very well

6. sharing of information between meetings |
#

Response

1. unable to access google docs
2. google docs - maybe we need more one-on-one
3. working for me
4. done very well

7. Are there other groups or individuals that should be part of the APA WG?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Yes

100.0%

5

No

0.0%

0

Total Responses

5

Please specify: |
#

Response

1. County rep for Accessibility Co. School Boards
2. schools; Mike Barber
3. RC School Board Outreach
4. need a broader group of people outside of PANRC. As PANRC members we are mostly aware
of issues, challenges and succeess. to reach further we need other agencies, groups,
organization, municipalities, etc

8. Did the work of the APA WG in the last year help us to achieve our Mission
(see above)?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Yes

100.0%

4

No

0.0%

0

Total Responses

4

9. Did the work of the APA WG help us to achieve the Mission of the PAN-RC
(see above)?
Response

Chart

Percentage

Count

Yes

100.0%

4

No

0.0%

0

Total Responses

4

Comments on either 8. or 9. above?
Yes, but i believe we could have a stronger group, as meeting are truly difficult to have all people
participate

10. Considering the strategic priorities of the PAN-RC, what should the goals and
actions of the APA working group be for 2014/2015? |
#

Response

1. Access to PA and Healthy Eating (Access to Healthy Living Opportunities)
2. advocacy; link to schools
3. to better serve the County and advise Queen's Park - I think all could benefit
4. getting programs and activities occuring in multiple communities

11. Other comments on the work and/or your involvement in the APA WG over the
last year? |
#

Response

1. wish I had more capacity to do more & be more involved, provide more support!
2. Access to PA programs is a high priority for me to prevent CVD; membership with APA
helped make a difference and is a connection to RC; builds relationships

